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Brand Statement

We brew coffee to celebrate the mysterious edge of

adventure — the deep ponderings and wild mysteries

that seem not-so-far away when we’re sleeping in the

woods under the stars.

Our mission is to cultivate a community of adventurers

and truth seekers who know things aren't always what

they seem. 

Our proceeds help keep these wild places safe — so

we can always meet around a campfire to tell stories

and ask big questions. 

A brand built for people that push limits. 



Logo



Logo Story

Our logo is Inspired by our favorite characters and places.

The towering trees of the Pacific Northwest meet an

iconic peak in the distance to remind us of our favorite

road trips and camp spots. 

And we spot Wildman with a coffee in hand because even

he knows it's the best way to take a walk in the woods. 

Like any good story...



A cloud in the distance —

shaped subtly like a UFO —

reminds us to keep our eyes

peeled and to keep asking

questions. 

Our backdrop is the

silhouette of Mt. St. Helen's

— a place surrounded in the

mysteries myths and legends

of Sasquatch. 

And of course, Wildman is

here, but he isn't the whole

story. He's a part of the big

picture — always close by

our favorite trees and trails.

We chose a classic stamp

design complete with a

custom font. Like an off-grid

log cabin, it's where cozy

meets rugged. 

Logo Anatomy



Colors

We have a black and a

white version of the logo

mark, to be used on light

and dark backgrounds

respectively.  

Logo in
the Wild



Logo in
the Wild
Clear Space

Always leave clear space

surrounding the logo equal

to or greater than half the

logo width.

Minimum Size

Logo size should be at

least .56" for print, or

40px for digital use.



Upper left or lower right

corners are great

placements for this logo. 

The only time it should be

centered is on product

packaging. 

Logo in
the Wild
Placement



Changing the logo's
color

Placing the logo on a
background that is too
dark or too light

Adding additional
illustrative elements to
the logo.

Putting the logo over
busy backgrounds.

Avoid



Brand Voice



Tone
Like our coffee and our customers, our brand voice is bold

with an edge. We aren't afraid to say it like it is. 

Human

Simple and conversational

— Because we're all

human after all.

Mysterious
Because we're excited

by the bizarre, the

unusual and

unexplainable.

Edgy 

Because the great

outdoors is not for

the faint of heart.

Energetic

Because this is a coffee

company — and we want

you to wake up.

These brews pair best with fireside coffee chats

about your favorite trees, trails, government secrets

and mythical creatures.

Sometimes we wish we could hide out in the woods

forever. Brisk mornings on the trail are our favorite way to

wake up — and just like us, Wildman Coffee is made for the

outdoors. 

Examples



Slogan

A double meaning, because nothing is ever just as it

seems. And, it looks great on a sticker. 

Coffee for the Wild — for the vistas, forests and trails

that keep us coming back to the great outdoors.

Coffee for the Wildman — for bigfoot and UFOs — all

the mysteries that keep us asking big questions. 

Coffee for the Wild(man)



Slogan

Coffee to help you
wake up.

A double meaning, because nothing is ever just as it

seems. And, it looks great on a sticker. 

Our coffee helps you wake up for the vistas, forests

and trails that keep us coming back to the great

outdoors.

But it's also a wake-up call — for bigfoot and UFOs —

all the mysteries that keep us asking big questions. 



Imagery



Our Imagery 
Our images capture the edge
of adventure. Early mornings
and late nights, the bookends
to epic days. 

Bright mornings meet dark and mysterious —

capturing the moments between the adventure

— the breaks on a hike, the start of the fires. 

And colors hued by sunsets and sunrises —

because that’s when we’re gathered around

the fire planning our routes and telling our

stories.



Do

Choose scenes that
feel authentic and
candid.

Prioritize natural
morning or evening
light.

Use outdoor scenes
and natural
backgrounds for
product photos (wood,
plants or dirt).

Use a mix of close up
and far out shots that
look in on the scene.



Overly soft and light
colors.

Overly bright and
saturated colors.

Hipster-outdoor
photography trends

Epic and obviously
posed shots

Indoor product shots

Minimalist product
shots

Avoid



Color



Our Colors
Inspired by the colors that inspire us.

Sunrise

HEX
#EDA834

CMYK
0, 27, 73, 7

HEX
#2D3D47

CMYK
10, 4, 0, 72

Twilight

HEX
#E6E4E0

CMYK 
0, 1, 2, 10

Ash

HEX
#BD4F19

CMYK 
0,43, 64, 26

Ember

Sunrise, for waking up. Smoke, ash and ember for the campfire —
and twilight for the dark and mysterious in-between.



Color Pairings
Pair dark text with light backgrounds, and dark text with light
backgrounds.

Black
Twilight

White Ash
Sunrise

Twilight
Black

White
Ash



Typography 



Our Typefaces

Classic, with a little something

on the edge.

Open Sauce Light

Libre Baskerville

Modern and natrual, to contrast. 

This is a header
This is a sub header

This is a paragraph about Wildman. We know

him by many names — Bigfoot, Sasquatch, dog

man and of course — Wildman. The heart and

soul of our coffee is this creature out there in

the woods — the creature in the shadows. So

brew your coffee and gather around the fire to

hear all our Wildman stories. We’re glad you’re

here. 



Typeface Rules
Left-justify text whenever possible 

Use Open Sauce for paragraphs to

create consistent typeface hierarchy. 

Keep typeface weight and header

spacing consistent across any page,

document or packaging material. 

Open Sauce Light

Libre Baskerville
Open Sauce SemiBold

Open Sauce Light 20

Header 60
Sub-header 30

Weight & Size



The yellow Sunrise background can be used to make
certain headers or phrases stand out. It should be used
sparingly, but can serve as a great visual element to tie our
copy together. 

Dark text should always be used over the highlight, never
white text. 

Note: the Sunrise highlight also serves as our buton
background on the website. 

Additional Typography
Branding Elements

Wake Up   Highlight Floating Sunrise Line

For a slightly more subtle accent, use
the floating Sunrise accent line. This is
great for product or ingerdient lists, or
headers on sub pages. 



Thank You.

Ready to  wake up?

Get in touch:

sanchezamanda03@gmail.com



Thank You.
Brand design by
Currently Somewhere Media

currentlysomewhere.com


